
TRENCH SHORING COMPANY – Aluminum Shields

Optimum Versatility
Aluminum Shields

Steel Framed Aluminum Trench Shields

AEX Aluminum Framed Trench Shields

Modular Aluminum Panel Trench Shields/MAPS

Ultra Shore™ Aluminum Trench Shields

Aluminum Hydraulic Trench Shields & End Shores



Steel Framed Aluminum
Trench Shields
Trench Shoring Company and Speed Shore® Aluminum 
Panel Shields (APS) are now available with a rugged steel 
frame, creating the only true aluminum-wall “drag box” in 
the industry. Weighing in at approximately half the weight 
of comparable steel trench shields. Our steel-framed 
APS is specifically designed for contractors, utilities, 
plumbers, and municipalities who prefer the use of a
rubber-tired backhoe or light excavator, yet desire a
durable, high-capacity, lightweight shield to pull along
the trench as work progresses.

The Aluminum-Wall “Drag Box” That’s Built to Last

• 2-1/2” aluminum double-wall panels for exceptional
  strength-to-weight ratios and superior corrosion
  resistance.

• Exclusive welded steel frame offers the strength and
  durability that allows this APS to be pulled along the
  trench as work progresses.

• Foam-filled smooth walls prevent accumulation of
  water, dirt and debris.

• Thru-wall spreader sockets penetrate end vertical
  supports for added strength.

• Heavy-duty lifting rings provide for rapid four-point
  lifting of units.
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AEX Aluminum Framed Trench Shields
The AEX Trench Shields developed by GME are static walled 
aluminum trench shields designed from aircraft grade
aluminum. Our AEX Trench Shields are manufactured from 
extruded aluminum panels to provide protection for a wide 
range of depths and projects.

Available in 2AEX (2” Thick wall) and 4AEX (4” Thick wall) 
models, the AEX series are ideal for rubber tired back hoes 
and small excavators.

Ideal for Today’s Lighter Excavators

• Rugged collar adaptors for 5” x 5” tube steel spreaders

• Lifting eyes

• Optional “no-knife edge” with heavy-duty skid plate

• Standard lengths to 18 feet

• Custom lengths on request

• Certified by a registered professional engineer to meet
  OSHA standards
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Modular Aluminum Panel
Trench Shields/MAPS
Modular Aluminum Panel Shields (MAPS) trench shield 
system is engineered for high strength, ultra-low weight,
and ease of handling. Modular panels, end-members, and 
adjustable spreaders are light enough for transport by
pickup, and can be quickly configured for 2, 3 or 4-sided
applications. A two-man crew can readily assemble the
system by hand for rapid placement in the trench by a
rubber-tired backhoe.

• Aluminum Alloy Construction for extremely high
  strength-to-weight ratios and superior corrosion
  resistance. 

• Narrow Double-Wall Panels minimize excavation width
  while maximizing interior work space.

• Adjustable Spreaders allow for rapid field modification
  of shield width.

• Lightweight Modular Components afford easy handling
  and options of 2, 3, or 4-sided shield configurations.

• Dual-Purpose End Members connect both panels and
  spreaders in multiple configurations.

• Foam-Filled Smooth Walls prevent  accumulation of
  water, dirt and debris.
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Ultra Shore™  Light Weight
Aluminum Trench Shields
Ultra Shore is the trench shield that’s light, easy to use, 
and a real workhorse. Ultra Shore panels are made of 
specially corrugated aluminum that gives protection 
in trenches up to 12 feet deep but weighs hundreds of 
pounds less than other shoring products.

• All panels can be used horizontally or vertically.

• All panels are stackable.

• Use as parallel shield panels or in “vee” or “wedge” 
  configuration.

• Close off one or both ends with quick-release, 
   spring-loaded end closure panels.

• One person can lower a single pair of assembled panels
   into an excavation.

• Two people can lower a stacked assembly of two panels
   into an excavation.

• Transport in the smallest pickup truck.

• Bury depth to 12 feet, even in Class “C” soils
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Aluminum Hydraulic Shields & 
End Shores
The Rugged, Lightweight Shoring Solution

Speed Shore’s® innovative, patented Shoring Shields* 
combine the benefits of aluminum hydraulic shoring with 
the solid-wall security of a static shield. Constructed of 
high-strength aluminum alloys, Shoring Shields are ideal 
for municipal maintenance and repair, cable splices, pipeline 
bellholes, vault placements, trenchless technology pits and 
light utility installations. The solid-sheeted exterior provides 
for optimum personnel protection while their lightweight 
design insures ease of handling with a rubber-tired backhoe.

*U.S. Patent 5096334     ** U.S. Patent 5209606

                      Exclusive Hydraulic Manifold 

                   An exclusive patented hydraulic manifold**
                      allows precise control of each hydraulic cylinder 
                            within the Speed Strut from a convenient
 topside location, which guarantees the
 safety of the operator until the Shoring
 Shield has securely shored the trench. The
 patented protection plate guards the valves
 and fitting from damage during installation
 and removal. And the central located supply
  and bleed valves facilitate rapid installation
  and removal of the Shoring Shield from the
  trench, also allowing complete fluid recovery. 

• 100% above-ground installation allows complete installation
   and removal safely from outside the trench.

• High-yield aluminum alloy construction for exceptional
   strength and lightweight portability.

• Patented hydraulic manifold assures precise control of
   all cylinders.

• Heavy-gauge sheeting caps and skids for protection of
   sheeting sidewalls.

• Certification plate on all shields denotes P.E. Certified
  capacity and operating guidelines.

• Available in either a lightweight corrugated sheeting or the
  exclusive smooth-wall aluminum panel exterior.

Pipe Clearance
Top View Side View
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Aluminum End Panels
Pre-engineered “end-panels” may be quickly attached to 
any Shoring Shield for 3 or 4-sided shielding.

End panel brackets simply slide over the end of each wale 
and are secured by the same quick-connect pins as the 
Speed Struts®. End panel sizes correspond directly with 
each Speed Strut size, so that the sheeting guides tele-
scope over the full operating width of the Shoring Shield.

The sheeting guides may be adjusted at the bottom wales 
to either: (1) prevent the sheeting from passing beyond the 
bottom wall for pipe clearance, or (2) allow the sheeting to 
extend to the bottom of the trench for full end closure.

Speed Struts®

Shoring Shields feature the exclusive Speed Struts, which 
incorporate hydraulic cylinders and return springs within 
rugged telescoping steel sleeves. They allow for 3 and 
4-sided trench support, while providing increased protection 
to critical components. Quick-connect pins and hydraulic 
fittings permit rapid assembly/disassembly, and changeover 
to larger or smaller Speed Struts. Speed Struts allow for 
end-loading capability while providing critical protection for 
the hydraulic cylinder and spring enclosed within.

Aluminum End Panels

End Shore
Speed Shore’s End Shores come with innovative Speed 
Struts and are available with optional End Shore Panels.
End Shore Panels are also available separately for use with 
your current inventory of Speed Struts.

End Shore with Panel

End Shore
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Take it from the Top
Trench Shoring Company provides the construction industry with the finest in 
shoring equipment and service starting with consultation before you begin
excavation. Whether it’s a small utility trench or a 10-mile sewer line, Trench 
Shoring Company has in stock, or will custom design, the required equipment to 
help you get the job done—quickly and efficiently. Trench Shoring Company’s own 
Flex-Shield™ trench boxes, unique Z-Shore™ and Slide Rail systems, plus a variety 
of shoring materials and related supplies, all are available for rental or purchase.

There’s Safety in Numbers
Trench Shoring Company has the largest inventory of shoring equipment in the 
area, all tested for dependability and built to meet or exceed CAL-O.S.H.A.
requirements. Combine that with our full-time service department and you’re 
assured the least possible down time on the job.

Are You Draining Away Man-Hours?
Trench Shoring Company offers same day service to Southern California,
Bakersfield/ Fresno, Central Coast and the Las Vegas area, saving you time and 
money on the job. Our radio-dispatched boom trucks deliver your equipment to 
the job site. Our operators do all the loading and unloading, as well as set-up,
so you don’t have to tie up workers or machinery.

NUCA Competent Person Training
Trench Shoring Company provides competent person training seminars. The 
seminars cover CAL-O.S.H.A. Title 8, section 1540 through 1541.1 requirements 
pertaining to excavations, trenching and sloping techniques, productive systems 
and soils classification with an introduction to confined space safety.

NUCA Confined Space Entry Training
This program, “Confined Space Entry” is intended to provide managers, foremen, 
competent persons, and workers with basic information regarding entry into 
confined spaces. It’s purpose is intended to create an awareness of the hazards 
associated with confined space entry, to help workers understand the procedures 
that must be followed when entering confined spaces, and to provide managers 
with basic information necessary to establish a confined space entry program.

The People. The Equipment. The Pride.
Trench Shoring Company was founded and built with a Commitment to Safety &
Service. Work with Trench Shoring Company and you will experience it.

You will discover: a complete fleet of contemporary equipment; the industry’s 
finest staff of job-experienced professionals; and the kind of pride that can come 
only from doing things right – right from the start.

Compton • Corporate Office
  206 N. Central Ave.
  Compton, CA  90220
  (800) 423-4411 • (310) 327-5554

Bakersfield
  301 Lawson Rd.
  Bakersfield, CA  93307
  (855) 509-5900 • (661) 396-9160

Banning
  1184 W. Lincoln St.
  Banning, CA  92220
  (800) 221-2030 • (951) 849-1611

Corona
  325 N. Cota St.
  Corona, CA  92880
  (800) 457-4646 • (951) 734-4290

Fresno
  88 N. Hughes Ave.
  Fresno, CA  93706
  (866) 887-3909 • (559) 691-4123

Fullerton
  1400 E. Orangethorpe Ave.
  Fullerton, CA  92831
  (800) 439-0987 • (714) 879-1005

Lake Forest
  20542 Pascal Way
  Lake Forest, CA  92630
  (800) 714-7244 • (949) 454-0858

Moorpark
  13826 Princeton Ave.
  Moorpark, CA  93021
  (800) 805-2258 • (805) 529-4614

San Diego
  9450 Dowdy Dr.
  San Diego, CA  92126
  (800) 608-4422 • (858) 530-2500

Las Vegas, Nevada
  4035 Flossmoor St.
  Las Vegas, NV  89115
  (866) 319-2053 • (702) 651-0920
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